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The one-dimensional Poisson, continuity, and the trap rate equations are solved numerically
to “study the buildup of charge in silicon dioxide due to radiation. The flat-band
voltage shift (AVn,) is obtained as a function of total dose, the oxide thickness, the applied
gate voltage, and the centroid of the trap distribution. The effect of including electron
traps is studied. The results of the simulation are found to compare well with experimental
data.

and in the semiconductor are

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main effects of radiation incident on the
metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS)
structure is the
buildup of positive charge in the oxide. This is believed to
occur due to the trapping of holes that are generated during radiation. Some insight into this process can be obtained from analytical solutions of the trap rate and the
continuity equations in SiOp’ But this is not complete, as
several approximations have to be made in order to get
these solutions. A more accurate picture can be obtained
through a numerical solution of the relevant equations in
the oxide. In a series of papers,24 Holstrom et al. have
reported some results of such numerical simulations. However, they have not included in their model effects like
detrapping of holes, electron trapping, and geminate recombination, which we believe play a significant role in the
buildup of positive charge. We have done a one-dimensional numerical simulation of the trapping process including these processes. This paper presents the results of this
simulation, through which a physical understanding of
various phenomena that occur during the buildup of positive charge in the oxide can be obtained.
II. NUMERICAL

SOLUTIONS

Numerical solutions were carried out assuming that
the Si-SiO? system is an abrupt heterojunction, with SiOz
modeled as a wide-band-gap semiconductor. In this case
the one-dimensional equations to be solved in the oxide are
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- 40, z

and
dn

Jn=wp$+qD,,~
are the hole and electron current densities represented by
the usual drift and diffusion components in both the oxide
and the semiconductor. The values of mobility used in the
oxide are 20 cm’/V s for electrons and 10 - 5 cm2/V s for
holes.5’6 Both hole and electron traps are modeled as single-energy-level traps with trap densities Nrp and Nrn. The
cross sections CT,,and op are typically 10 - I5 and 10 - I8
cm2.7 The value of hole cross sections here used are lower
than the values reported in the literature.7’8 This is because
we have used vth (the thermal velocity) instead of vd (the
drift velocity) in the trap rate equation. This point is discussed in more detail in a later section. rp and r, are the
detrapping time constants, taken to be a few thousand seconds. In addition, in the case of electrons, recombination
with trapped holes is also considered. G,, is. the effective
generation rate in the oxide after geminate recombination.
Geminate recombination is taken into account using the
curve of yield as a function of electrostatic field calculated
by Ausman.g The net generation rate is obtained at each
point in the oxide after multiplying this yield by the generation rate obtained from the dose rate. For the semiconductor, the usual Shockley-Read-Hall model of recombination is used.
It was found that the solutions in the oxide were the
same whether or not the continuity equations were solved
0 1991 American Institute bf Physics
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in the semiconductor. This is due to the large barrier which
prevents injection of holes and electrons from silicon into
the oxide. So most of the simulations were performed just
solving the Poisson equation throughout the structure and
all five equations in the oxide, i.e., the quasi-Fermi levels in
the silicon were assumed to be the same as the equilibrium
fermi level.
The boundary conditions used were the following. For
the SiO,-metal contact, two boundary conditions were
tried out. The first was a Dirichlet condition, where an
ohmic contact was assumed, i.e., $ = VaPPl and n and p
were maintained at their equilibrium values. Since the
equilibrium values of carrier concentrations in the oxide
are almost zero, errors in the values of the density of states.
in the oxide, which are not known exactly, are negligible.‘The second condition tried out was a Neumann condition
with J,l = qn,u,tE, JP = qpp#, and 1c,= VaPPl.This is valid
only under high-field- conditions when the drift current
dominates. The solutions obtained in the two cases differ
only-in the first 20-30 A near the metal-SiOz contact. This
makes sense as this process is really a bulk-limited rather
than a contact-limited process.
At the Si-SiO? interface, Gauss’ law was directly used
instead of the Poisson equation. Also, the quasi-Fermi level
was assumed to be continuous at the interface. For a structure in which the material properties vary gradually from
one mate&d to another, the interface is gradual and the
quasi-Fermi’ level is ~continuous Since the almost abrupt
Si-Si02 interface is the limiting case of such a structure, the
quasi-Fermi level is assumed to be continuous across the
interface. This abrupt change in material properties at’the
interface leads to large quasi-electric fields, which bring the
electron and hole concentration at the oxide end of the
interface close to their equilibrium values. This has also
been observed in the numerical simulations. The siliconmetal contact is assumed to be an ohmic contact.
Since the structure is modeled as a heterojunction, the
vacuum level is used to represent the electrostatic potential, with the equilibrium Fermi level used as the reference.
The finite difference method was used in order to discretize
the equations, with the Scharfetter-Gummel discretization
technique” for the continuity equations. Both the backward Euler as well as the second-order Gear’s method were
tried out for the time discretization. Since radiation is usually incident for a few hours, the second-order Gear’s
method with nonuniform time steps” provided a significant improvement in simulation times. Typically, the time
required for simulation was halved by the use of this
method. The algorithm for time steps was based on the
local truncation error, and is similar to the one used in Ref.
11.
III. RESULTS

OF THE SIMULATION

For the simulation, we used a Gaussian distribution of
traps with various centroids and standard deviations. First,
simulations carried out without electron trapping are presented. Figure 1 shows some typical curves of flat-band
voltage shifts (A V,,) as a function of time, or equivalently,
dose. These results were obtained for a dose rate of 100 rad

Dose =lMrad

(Si)

Time (seconds)

FIG. 1. Variation of flat-band shift A V,, with time for Vg = - 10, 2, and
10 v.

(Si)/s, with a peak trap density of about 101*/cm3. The
oxide thickness was 800 A and the centroid was at about
100 A from the Si-Si02 interface. As expected, AVfb initially increases with dose, and finally saturates when the
trapping and detrapping rates become equal. In this case,
the detrapping time constant used was 10 000 s, giving rise
to low detrapping rates. The low detrapping rates result in
a dynamic equilibrium being established when the trapping
rates become small, i.e., when the traps are almost completely filled. The saturation level as well as the rate of
buildup of charge depends on the gate voltage, as the freehole concentration changes with the applied field.
Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of AVfb versus the oxide
thickness (t,,) for a total dose of 1 Mrad (Si) for various
gate voltages. It is seen that AVfb shows a linear-to-cubic
variation with oxide thickness. The linear variation occurs
at larger thicknesses. This is because at larger thicknesses
there is a large number of free holes in the oxide both due
to lower fields for the same voltage and a larger total number of generated holes. This leads to higher trapping rates
and the traps quickly get almost completely filled. Further
increase in the oxide thickness makes no difference to the
amount of trapped charge. Since most of the traps are
concentrated near the interface, the capacitance of the
trapped charge leads to a linear variation of AV,, with
toX.At medium thicknesses, the traps never get completely
filled and trapping is limited by the total number of holes
generated in the oxide. When the thickness increases,
AVfb increases not only due to the capacitance of the
trapped charge, but also because the total number of holes
increases with thickness, giving a t& dependence. At still
lower thicknesses, the field in the oxide is very large for the
same applied voltage. Now the drift velocity of holes is
fairly large and a greater number of them tend to get swept
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FIG. 2. Dependence of A F’,, on the oxide thickness &, for V, = 0, 5, and
10 v.

out of the oxide before getting trapped. So for these thick-.
nesses, there is yet another t,,, dependence due to the fact
that for larger thicknesses, the total number of holes increases due to lowered fields besides the increase due to a
larger number of generated holes. These results are in general agreement with the analytical results of Viswanathan
and Maserjian, ’ who have predicted a t&-to-& dependence,
of AVfb on oxide thickness. However, it should benoted
that they have used a uniform trap density in the oxide and
the drift velocity- of holes instead of the thermal velocity in
the trap rate equation. The use of ud in the trap rate equation reduces the field dependence of the trapping rate and
hence decreases the thickness dependence. If vu, is used by
us along with a uniform trap density, a &to-t&
dependence will be obtained.
Figure 3 shows the variation of AV,,, with gate voltage
( V,) for two thicknesses for a total dose of 1 Mrad (Si).
For positive gate voltages, AVfb rises sharply, goes through
a maximum, and then begins to fall. This is because when
the gate voltage increases beyond the oxide fiat-band condition, more and more holes are driven to the interface,
leading to a rise in the flat-band voltage shift. AV,, continues to rise until it reaches a point when the increase in
the hole concentration at the interface due to a positive
gate voltage is offset by a decrease in the hole concentration
due to high electric fields. Since the electric fields are lower
for larger thicknesses at the same gate voltage, this maximum occurs at larger voltages for higher oxide thicknesses.
This decrease of A Vfb is commonly observed in experiment
and it has been previously attributed to a reduction in
capture cross section with the electric field. However, our
simulation shows that lower cross sections are not the sole
reason for a decreasing AVf, at higher fields. The decrease
could be simply due to the fact that holes are swept out of
4492
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FIG. 3. A V,, vs gate voltage V, for tax= 500 and 1000 A. The-dashed line
shows AV,, obtained without geminate recombination.

the oxide faster at higher fields. This decrease willcontinue
up to fairly large fields, as the mobility measurements of
holes show almost a constant mobility up to 5.5 MV/cm,6
with no signs of velocity saturation.
With negative voltages, AVf, shows a similar decrease
at large negative voltages. In addition, beyond a certain
amount of trapped charge, the flat-band voltage shift goes
through a minimum near the oxide flat-band voltage. This
is because when the trapped charge exceeds a certain value,
the oxide bands become concave upwards as indicated in,
Fig. 4, which shows the potential profile across the oxide.
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FIG. 4. Electrostatic potential as a function of position in the oxide for
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FIG. 5. AV,, vs V, for tax= 500 A. The solid line is obtained with the
centroid of the trap distribution at 50 L%and the dashed line is obtained
with the centroid at 100 A from the Si-SiO, interface.

The peak of the trap density is located approximately at
the point where the potential is a maximum. So the holes
generated in the oxide tend to move away from the traps
leading to low valuesof AVfb
Figure 3 also shows a curve (dashed line) without
geminate recombination which also goes through this minimum near-zero oxide fields. This suggests that it is the
change in the band structure caused by the trapped charge
that causes this minimum and not geminate recombination
as previously assumed. It is to be noted that although the
yield is very low at low fields, zero field is almost never
obtained throughout the oxide due to the large fields created by the trapped charge itself. However, at these low
fields the initial trapping rate is very low and it takes a long
time for the trapped charge to build up. Figure 5 shows the
effect of shifting the centroid away from the Si-Si02 interface. It is seen that the ratio of the average AV,, at positive
voltages to the average AVfb at negative voltages decreases.
This is expected because for a positive voltage, the hole
concentration increases towards the interface leading to
larger trapping rates when the centroid is shifted towards
the interface. But for negative voltages, the hole concentration reduces towards the interface, reducing the amount
of trapped charge as the centroid is. shifted towards the
interface.
Figure 6 shows a simulation in which electron traps
have been included. The simulation was done using an
oxide thickness of 400 A, with the centroid of the hole trap
distribution at 80 8, and the centroid of the electron trap
distribution at 120 A from the Si-SiOZ interface. Curve (a)
was obtained without electron traps and curve (b) was
obtained for the same conditions with nearly equal electron
and hole trap densities. It is seen that the addition of elec-

FIG. 6. Dependence of AVrb on V, for fox = 400 A when electron traps
are included. Curve (a) is obtained without electron traps for a total dose
of 1 Mrad(Si), (b) is obtained with nearly equal electron and hole trap
density using the same conditions as for (a), and (c) is obtained with an
electron trap density an order of magnitude higher than the hole trap
density for 300 krad(Si).

tron traps significantly alters AVfb at near-zero fields in the
oxide. Elsewhere the electron traps have no effect on
Avfb. This is due to the relatively large mobilitv of electrons (20 cm’/V s as compared -to 10 - 5 cmi/V s for
holes) which leads to low electron concentrations in the
oxide except when the field is low. At Vi--= 0 V, AVfb is
positive indicating a greater shift due to electrons. Figure 7
shows the buildup of charge in the oxide with time for this
case. It is seen that after increasing for a considerable

tox=400W
vg =ov
Dose : lMrad(Si)
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FIG. 7. A Vfb as a function of time for tax= 400 A, total dose = 1
Mrad(Si), and V, = 0 V. This curve is obtained using almost equal electron and hole trap densities.
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amount of time, A Vr+,begins to fall and eventually becomes
positive. This decrease begins to occur when the field due
to the trapped charge compensates for the applied and
built in oxide field. If the positive charge builds up further,
the oxide bands become concave with the potential mininum for electrons located near the centroid of the hole
traps which is near the centroid of the electron traps. Beyond this dose, electrons generated throughout the oxide
move towards the minimum energy point of the conduction band and get trapped, thus compensating for the positive charge. Curve (c) in Fig. 6 shows Avr, vs V, when
the electron trap density is an order of magnitude larger
than the hole trap density for a total dose of 300 krad (Si).
Here it is seen that AV,, is positive around V, = - 1 V,
which is around the flat-band condition for the oxide. Due
to large electron trap densities ( 102’/cm3) and capture
cross sections, the electrons, which have near-zero drift
velocities at this voltage, tend to get trapped easily leading
to a positive AVf,.
The reduction of AV,, beyond a certain dose has been
observed in our laboratory for nitrided oxides.‘*,i3 A typical variation of AVfb with dose for nitrided oxides13 is
shown in Fig. 8. So, contrary to conclusions drawn by
D~nn,‘~ we believe that electron traps can compensate for
the flat-band voltage shifts produced by holes if the applied
field is low or the band structure is dictated by the trapped
holes and the centroid of the electron traps is near that of
the hole traps.
WITH
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FIG. 9. Comparison of simulated curve with experimental data for a
490-A pyrogenic oxide. (e) is the data for 100 krad(Si) and (0) is the
data for 250 krad(Si). Data from Ref. 15.

results with data reported by Fleetwood et al. l6 In this case
the values of trap density needed to iit data at higher doses
were higher, being 10”/cm3 at 55 krad and 5 X 10”/cm3 at
925 krad. This seems to indicate that there is some amount
of trap generation taking place. This is quite probable since
the dose rates used by them are quite large ( 1 Mrad/h).
It is seen that the results of the simulation compare
fairly well with experimental data, although the model itself has some limitations. We have assumed a simple drift-

EXPERIMENT

Figures 9 and 10 show a comparison of our simulation
results with experiments performed in our laboratory for
pyrogenic oxides, I5 and it is seen that a fairly good fit is
obtained. Figure 11 shows the comparison of simulation
4494
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FIG. 8. AV,, vs time obtained experimentally for nitrided oxides with
30-min nitrldation in 25% NH1 at loo0 “C (see Ref. 13).

IV. COMPARISON
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FIG. 10. Comparison of simulated curve with experimental data for a
1550-8, pyrogenic oxide. Data from Ref. 15.
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velocity is used instead of the thermal velocity and all the
traps are concentrated near, the interface. This is simply
seen by noting that when the field increases, the concentration of holes reduces, reducing the trapping rate, but the
drift velocity increases increasing the trapping rate. The
observed field dependence of op, which is measured using
vd = vth,718may occur partly becausethe drift velocity itself
changes with the field. However, the use of thermal velocity may not be correct as the holes in Si02 are believed to
exist not as free particles, but as trapped charge in shallow
traps above the valence band. In order to avoid this uncertainty, we have kept the capture probability ( = o$.+h)
constant and equal to the measured capture probability at
a particular field.

tox = 600 8,

V. CONCLUSIONS
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FIG. 11. Comparison of simulated results with data obtained by Fleetwood et al. (see Ref. 16).

In this paper we have presented a numerical model for
positive-charge buildup in MOS structures under irradiation. The results of the simulation agree reasonably well
with experiment. The model also provides a lot of physical
insight into the nature of charge buildup in the oxide under
irradiation.
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